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Foreword
The vital importance o f an ecological balance among man, animal 
and plant is not well understood. Destruction and degradation o f forest 
resources due to lack o f consciousness has led to major problems o f 
extinction o f many fauna and flora. Status o f wildlife all over the globe 
is not satisfactory though its role for ecological and recreational 
purpose is well documented. Creation o f more biosphere reserves, 
national parks, sanctuaries from conservation, propagation and 
protection view point will help in a changed scenario.
On the above background, the effort o f the author in bringing about 
this valuable publication on 'Textbook of Wildlife Management" is 
praiseworthy. This book, which runs into 19 chapters, provides very 
valuable scientific information on the subject and will be extremely 
useful for undergraduate, postgraduate students o f Universities, 
research scholars and teachers.

The book written in a very simple language will be specially helpful for 
the students.

/ congratulate Dr. S.K. Singh
to the society at large.

/ wish him all success.

(A.K. Sarkar)

for this endeavour and for his contribution
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PREFACE

Teaching in the field o f (Wildlife Management) is not very old 
and can be to be said a new one branch in the Indian Universities. 
For perfect and progressive studies o f any field, teaching and research 
should run side by side. But before going, towards the research wing, 
the basic and fundamental knowledge o f the subject concerned is a 
must. For this purpose, it is a very progressive approach o f the 
Government o f India as well as the State Governments o f our country 
laying emphasis on opening branches o f Wildlife Management. Taking 
into consideration its importance, the Government o f India has set
up Wildlife Institute o f India at Dehradun, which is a pioneer in the 
field o f its own kind. Presently, the subject is being taught in various 
technical universities including it as a core-subject o f forestry science 
and even independently. It is in progress day-by-day.

It is very essential now-a-days to understand the important roles 
played by the wild animals. They are the integral part o f the ecosystem 
as a renewable natural resource involved in the maintenance offood- 
chains and food-webs, keeping ecological-balance in nature and 
providing hygienic conditions for the existence of all organisms including 
human-beings. It is a challenging task for us to cause awareness among 
the majority o f the public, nay in each and every citizen o f the country 
in this respect so that wild animal species may be preserved, 
conserved and propagated scientifically and judiciously throughout 
the country. They should be managed not only upto optimum-density 
but the desired level beyond the carrying-capacity forgetting revenue 
by harvesting them. To achieve these objectives, teaching and 
research into the subject should be given top-priority and, hence, its 
inclusion in the syllabuses at various levels from school to the 
university will be very helpful in attaining the goal.

Since, this is the new approach to this field particularly in 
teaching; there is an acute shortage o f teaching materials and books 
that can serve the students' purposes as per their course-curricula. 
It is my feeling that students and teachers are facing difficulties as 
the materials are found hither and thither in a zigzag way. Such a 
thought actually inspired me to write this book so that the students



may get rid o f such problems.

/ have tried my best, perhaps, and laboured a lot in covering 
almost all parts o f the course-curricula for both the undergraduate 
and postgraduate students o f the Indian Universities in the field o f 
Wildlife Management. Not only this, but to the best o f my effort, they 
have also been arranged chapterwise systematically in such a way 
that they are linked together so that the readers may grasp the subject 
matters in a lucid and smooth manner as / believe in the thought that 
“some books are to be tasted, others to be swallowed, and some 
few to be chewed and digested". It has been written in simple language, 
as far as possible, for the purpose o f easy apprehension and 
understanding for each and every type o f students. It will be a matter 
o f great pleasure, i f  the book becomes helpful in benefiting the 
students to enhance their knowledge, depth o f the subject and career- 
building.

/ am extremely grateful to my wife and sons who always inspired 
me for such a great, hard and difficult e ffo rt and provided enough 
patience throughout the long writing period. It is their encouragement 
that enabled me to complete such a holy work. / am also indebted to 
my relatives, friends and all well-wishers whose good wishes helped 
me in fulfilling the mission. My faculty students ’ request for writing a 
book for the benefit and proper guidance o f all the students cannot 
be forgotten~as it  made me~enthusiastic, giving bright rays o f 
inspiration to move ahead on the path.

Sincere thanks are also due to Professors S. C. Prasad, K.Sinha, 
K.K. Thakur and R.P.Sinha for their assistance.

Lastly, I do believe there maybe some shortcomings/drawbacks; 
for “to err is human" as Alexander Pope says in his Essay on Criticism.
I will, therefore, be genuinely happy if  those shortcomings/drawbacks 
are brought to my notice by my esteemed readers so that by getting 
touches o f improvement the book may turn classic one day

S. K. Singh
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INTRODUCTION

To her fair works did Nature link 
The human soul that through me ran;
And much it grieved my heart to think 

What Man has made o f Man.

- William Wordsworth

Nature is very clever and full o f miracles. It maintains and 
manages each and everything (living and non-living) on this planet 
earth very wisely, nicely, smoothly and systematically. In course o f 
time, many plants and animals originated and many others vanished 
as a natural phenomenon. Existence o f such creatures depends 
mainly upon two factors viz. nature (force o f natural selection) and 
use / disuse o f natural resources by man, presently the supreme 
creature ruling the planet and manipulating the ecosystem deliberately 
or ignorantly as per his own will to fulfil his selfish and shortsighted 
desires. For long, man has been pursuing such activities to obtain his 
comforts but mostly to achieve his greedy desires on unscientific 
pattern without thinking o f the consequences. Wildlife is one such 
victim suffering a lo t .

Nature has gifted a rich heritage o f wildlife to our country. We 
are very fortunate in this field; but due to the unscientific management 
in the past, deforestation, m erciless and reckless huntings, 
smugglings, greed for making easy money, illiteracy, poverty, the 
tremendous growth in the human population and simultaneously the 
unawareness among the masses about the benefits o f wild animals 
have depleted the wildlife-population, bringing them to an alarming 
stage. Today, several species o f our wildlife are facing the threat o f 
extinction. In such a state o f affairs, the country must earnestly take 
appropriate steps to increase them at least upto optimum-level. For 
this; protection, preservation and propagation are indispensable. 
Though national and international rules and regulations in this field 
are operative, no doubt; more strictness is required in this regard, 
especially from the functional point o f view. “To save our wildlife is to 
save our country", as it  is a renewable natura l heritage in 
bountiful,beautiful and glorious forms. It is the need o f the hour and
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we must realize it  before it becomes too late and the wildlife reaches 
the stage o f annihilation, a t which neither nature nor coming 
generations will forgive us. Particularly educationists, intellectuals and 
governing bodies have to come very forward to bring about a revolution 
o f awareness among the masses to conserve the wildlife so that the 
human-race may live in a healthier environment leading to eco-balance. 
Love and care o f wildlife should be a part and parcel o f our life and a 
sense o f these things has to be instilled in every person's mind; 
otherwise, the day is not far when the whole system will be ruined, 
and all our efforts will go in vain. The necessity o f such an interest is 
all the more important to avoid disastrous effects on the wildlife o f 
the country and ultimately world over.

/ should like to conclude this brief introduction with some 
inspiring lines from S T Coleridge's ‘The Rime o f the Ancient Mariner':

He prayeth best, who loveth best 
AH things both great and small;

For the dear God who loveth us,
He made and loveth all.

x
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